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Abstract 

We study a class of non-smooth asymptotically flat manifolds on 
which metrics fail to be C1 across a hypersurface E. We first give an 
approximation scheme to mollify the metric, then we show that the 
Positive Mass Theorem [8] still holds on these manifolds if a geometric 
boundary condition is satisfied by metrics separated by S. 

1    Introduction and Statement of Results 

The well-known Positive Mass Theorem in general relativity was first proved 
by R. Schoen and S.T. Yau in [8] for smooth asymptotically flat manifolds 
with non-negative scalar curvature. It is interesting to know on what kind 
of non-smooth Riemannian manifolds their techniques and results can be 
generalized. In this paper we study this question in a special setting where 
the metric fails to be C1 across a hypersurface. 
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Let n > 3 be a dimension for which the classical PMT [8] holds. Let 
a E (0,1) be a fixed number and M be an oriented n-dimensional smooth 
differentiable manifold with no boundary. We assume that there exists a 
compact domain ft C M so that M \ fl is diffeomorphic to En minus a ball 
and S = dtt is a smooth hypersurface in M. 

Definition 1. A metric Q admitting corners along S is defined to be a 
pair of (g-,g+), where g- and g+ are C^ metrics on fi and M\ fi so that 
they are C2 up to the boundary and they induce the same metric on E. 

Definition 2. Given Q = (<7_,<7+); we say Q is asymptotically flat if the 
manifold (M\ Q,g+) is asymptotically flat in the usual sense (see [7]). 

Definition 3. The mass of Q — (g-,g+) is defined to be the mass of g+ 

(see [7]) whenever the later exits. 

One of our main motivation to study such a pair Q = (g-,g+) is its 
implicit relation with Bartnik's quasi-local mass of the bounded Riemannian 
domain (fi,p_). It is generally conjectured that there exists a g+ on M \ ft 
so that Q = (<7_,(74_) is a minimal mass extension of (^,5-) in the sense of 

Under a geometric boundary condition which originated in [2], we prove 
the following Positive Mass Theorem for Q. 

Theorem 1. Let Q = (g-,g+) be an asymptotically flat metric admitting 
corners along S. Suppose that the scalar curvature of g-} g+ is non-negative 
in £1, M\Q, and 

H(Z,9-)>H(Z,g+), (H) 

where if(S,5_) and if(S5^+) represent the mean curvature o/E in (0,p_) 
and (M\fi, g+) with respect to unit normal vectors pointing to the unbounded 
region. Then the mass of Q is non-negative. Furthermore, if H(Y!,^g-) > 
H{Yl,gjr) at some point on E; Q has a strict positive mass. 

Remark 1. Under our sign convention for the mean curvature, we have 
that H(Sn~l

Jg0) = n — 1, where Sn~l is the unit sphere in W1 and g0 is the 
Euclidean metric. 

One direct corollary of this theorem is that the boundary behavior of a 
metric g on Q imposes subtle restriction on the scalar curvature of g inside 
Q. For instance, we have that 

Corollary 1.1. There does not exist a metric g with non-negative scalar 
curvature on a standard ball B C Mn so that dB is isometric to Sn~l and 
the mean curvature of dB in (B,g) is greater but not equal to n — 1. 
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Based on the work of H. Bray and F. Finster [4], we have a rigidity 
characterization of G when its mass is zero. 

Theorem 2. Letn = 3 and g-jg+ satisfy all the assumptions in Theorem 1. 
If g- and g+ are at least C^, then the mass of g+ being zero implies that #_ 
and g_|_ are fiat away from E and they induce the same second fundamental 
form on S. Hence, (fi,g__) and {M \VL,g+) together can be isometrically 
identified with the Euclidean space (IR3,<?0). 

To illustrate the relevance of Theorem 2 to the quasi-local mass of a 
bounded Riemannian domain, we mention the following corollary. 

Corollary 1.2. Let (M3,g) be a manifold with non-negative scalar curva- 
ture, possibly with boundary. Let ga be a metric on S2 so that there exist two 
isometric embeddings </>i : (S2,^) ->• (1R3,#0) and fo : (S2,^) -^ (M3,#); 

where 0i(S'2),^(S2) each bounds a compact region fii,^ ^ I^3; M* that 
has connected boundary.  Then, if 

H(4,2(S
2),9)>H((t>1(S

2),go), 

^2 is isometric to $~2i. In particular, 0,2 has trivial topology. 

Remark 2. If we replace S2 by an arbitrary compact surface S^ with genus 
g > 1, under the same assumption, our argument still works to show that 
the region bounded by fafilg) is flat. 

2    Explanation of condition (H) 

In this section we give a motivation for the geometric boundary condition 
(H). One will see that it can be interpreted as a statement that the scalar 
curvature of Q is distributionally non-negative across E. 

Let g be a C2 metric in a tubular neighborhood of S and u be a unit 
normal vector field to S. Let K be the Gaussian curvature of S with respect 
to the induced metric g\x and R be the scalar curvature of g. Taking trace 
of the Gauss equation, we have that 

2K = R- 2Ric{v,v) + H2 - \A\2, (1) 

where Ric{v, v) is the Ricci curvature of g along i/, H and A are the mean 
curvature and the second fundamental form of S. 
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Assuming that S evolves with speed v, we have the following evolution 
formula of the mean curvature 

DyH = -Ric{v,v) - \A\2. (2) 

It follows from (1) and (2) that 

R = 2K- (\A\2 + H2) - 2DVH, (3) 

which suggests that DVH plays a dominant role in determining the sign of 
R if K, H and A are known to be bounded. In particular, for a metric 
Q = (g-,g+) with #(£,#_) > if(E,^+), the scalar curvature of G across 
E looks like a positive Dirac-Delta function with support in E. Hence, the 
spirit of Theorem 1 is that PMT still holds even if the scalar curvature is 
only assumed to be distributionally non-negative across E. 

Remark 3. The geometric boundary condition (H) was first introduced by 
R. Bartnik in [2], where he suggested the static metric extension conjecture 
for a bounded domain in a time-symmetric initial data set. 

3    Smoothing Q across E 

Given Q = (g_,g+) on M, we want to approximate Q by metrics which are 
C2 across E. 

First, we use the Gaussian coordinates of E to modify the differential 
structure on M so that G becomes a continuous metric across E. Let U2e be 
a 2e-tubular neighborhood of E in (fi, (?-) for some e > 0. Let 

$_ :Ex (-26,0] —>Ul€ 

be a diffeomorphism so that the pull back metric $*_{g-) has the form 
<I>i(<7_) = g-iAx^t)dxldx^ + dt2

: where t is the coordinate for (—2e,0], 
(a;1,... , x71-1) are local coordinates for E and i, j runs through 1,... , n — 1. 
Similarly, we have $+ : E x [0,2e) —> U+, where U^ is a 2e-tubular neigh- 
borhood of E in (M\A, </+) and $+(5+) = gjrij{x,t)dxidx^+dt2. Identifying 

U — V2^ U C/^e with E x (—2e, 26), we define M to be a possibly new differen- 
tiable manifold with the background topological space M and the differential 
structure determined by the open covering {fi, M\fi, £/"}. Since #_ |s = #+ (s, 
Q becomes a continuous metric g on M. Inside U = E x (—2e, 26), we have 
that 

9 = 9ij{x, t)dxldxj + dt2, (4) 
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where gij(x,t) = g^x.t) when t < 0 and gij{x,t) = g+ij{x,t) when £ > 0. 

Second, we mollify the metric # inside f7. Let i E {0,1,2}, we define 
^(E) to be the Banach space of C2 symmetric (0,2) tensors on S equipped 
with the usual C1 norm and A'P(E) to be the open and convex subset of 
S^E) consisting of C* metrics. By (4) we have a well defined path in each 
ME), 

7 : (-2c,2c) —> .M2(E) -> M1^) ^ M0(E) (5) 

where 

'y(i) = gij(x,t)dxldx:j. (6) 

By ass \mption, 7 is a continuous path in .M2(E) and a piecewise C1 path 
in A/f1(E). Hence, there exists L > 0 depending only on £ such that 

Il7(t) " 7(s)IUi(E) < ^1* - *l,   Vs, t S h|c, |c]. (7) 

We choose <^(t) G Cc
00([—1,1]) to be a standard mollifier on M1 such that 

0 < </> < 1  and    f   (f){t)dt = 1. 

Let a(t) G Cc^CI—5, 2]) ^e antiier cut-off function such that 

(8) 

0 < a(t) < -^   t e E1 

"(<) = 150 1*1 < i (9) 
o<<T(t)<i5o  i<l*l<i 

as(t) = 52a(h (10) 

Given any 0 < 5 <?C c, let 

M*) = (y2erl(y 

and we define 

7*W    =     /   7(5 - (J5{s)t)(f){t)dt, s E (-c, c) 

=   ( /RIT(*)(^(^))^  <*(*)> 0 (11) 

where the integral takes place in <S0(E). By the convexity of A/f0(E) in 
<S0(E), 75 is a path in .M0(E). We have the following elementary lemmas 
concerning the property of 7^ and its relation with 7. 
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Lemma 3.1. 7,5(5) is a C2 path in M0(S) and a C1 path in M1^). 

Proof:  Let i G {1,2}.   The fact that 7 : (-e,e) —»■ M2'^) is C* away 
from 0 implies that 75 : (-e,e) —>■ M2-*^) is CT* away from [-^, ^]. 

100 For s 6 (-f, f), aj(s) = ^ and (11) turns into 

which is the standard mollification of 7 by 0 with a constant scaling factor 
^o- Hence, 7^(5) : (-e,e) —> ^^(S) is smooth in (-f, |). □ 

Lemma 3.2. 7^(5) is a C0 path in M2^) which is uniformly close to 7 
and agrees with 7 outside (-f, f). 

Proof: The continuity of 7* : (-e,e) —► X2(S) follows directly from that 
of 7. The estimate 

A^2(E) 
IMs) - j(s)\\M2{E)    =       /   (7(5-aj(s)*)-7(3))^(tWt 

<   ^ 117(5 - ^(ajt) - 7(s)ll*i2(E)0(t)d*     (13) 

shows it is uniformly close to 7. Finally, as(s) = 0 for \s\ > f implies 

ld(s)=       7(5)^)^ = 7(3). (14) 

D 

Lemma 3.3.  ^(s) - 7(5)|Uo(s) < L62, for 5 G (-e, e). 

Proof: It follows from (7) that 

\hs(s) - l(s)\\Mo{E)    <    J ^ \\7(s - a5{s)t) - l(s)\\Mo{E)(f)(t)dt 

<   L52. (15) 

D 

Now we define 

0,_/ 7s(t)+dt2,    (x,t)ej:x(-e,e) 
gS~\9, (x,t)ti;x(-e,e). ^ 
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Lemma 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 imply that gs is a globally C2 metric on M which 
agrees with g outside a strip region S x (-f, f) and is uniformly close to g 

in (7° topology. 

Next, we proceed to estimate the scalar curvature of gs. We use the no- 
tations defined in section 2 with a lower index S to denote the corresponding 
quantities of gs. By (16), the vector field ^ is perpendicular to the slice 
E x {t} for each t G (-e,e). Hence, inside S x (-e,e), (3) shows that 

i?J(^t)^2^(a;,t)-(|^Kt)|2 + ^(x,t)2)-2-^(x,t). (17) 

We will estimate each term on the right of (17). First we note that Ks{x, t) is 
determined only by 7(y(t), Lemma 3.2 then implies that Ks(x,t) is bounded 
by constants depending only on 7 : (-6, e) —> A^2(S). 

To estimate Asfat) and H&{x,t), we compute the first order derivative 
of 75 : (-e,e) —> M0(I1) because of the definition 

AtijM =< ^^dt >= —Wufat). (18) 
s 

By (11) we have that 

8 
dt 

-rSijM - £ 11 Vjit - a5(t)s)4>(s)ds. (19) 

When \t\ > ^, (19) gives that 

-g-fSiji^t)   =   J ^{lijit - <Js{t)s)}4>{s)d8 

f j'^t - a5{t)s){l - sda'^^ds. (20) 

When \t\ < f, (12) implies that 

.        /• d /100 ,,100(t-s).\ , 

/   ^ Z"00     r ^ d  flOO^lOO(t-s).) , ,01, 
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Integrating by parts and considering the fact ^(t) is continuous at 0, we have 
that 

&*fcfl ■ £<*>{£«^>}* 
=     f  iait-asm^ds. (22) 

Therefore, for every t G (—e, e), we have that 

m -ysijM = J  l-jit - asWs) {l - «^(|)} mds, (23) 
which shows that ^(a;,*) is bounded by constants depending only on 7 : 
(—e,e) —>■ At0(S). Since Hs(x,t) = glg Agij, Lemma 3.2 and (23) also imply 
that Hs{x,t) is bounded by constants depending only on 7 : (—e, e) —> 
A^0(S). 

To estimate ^Hs(x,t), we need to compute the second order derivative 
of 75 : (—e, e) —> M0(E).   A similar calculation as above gives that, for 

1*1 > -'2 100' 

d2t 
7*y(M)    =    Ji'flj(t-<Ts{t)s)ll-s6o'(±)\   <t>(s)ds + 

f y«(* - ^w*) {-SCT"(|)} M**       (24) 
and, for |t| < f, 

a2t 
Tiij^i*)    =     /   lijit - cr6(t)s)(t>(s)ds + 

Wi(o)-ff-y'(0)}{^(^)}-       (25) 
Since 

jH5{x, t) = - {gsij{x, t)} A5ij{x, t) + gsij(x,^-As^x, t), (26) 

(24), (23) and Lemma 3.2 imply that, outside S x [-^, ^], §-tHs{x,t) is 
bounded by constants only depending on 7 : (—e, e) —> .M0(E). On the 
other hand, inside E x [—JQQ, JQQ], (25) and (26) show that 

9 Hs(x,t)    =   ^-{gsij{x,t)}Asij(x,t) + 
dt   "v ' " dt 

1 
2 
^'(^t) {J  ^{t - <TS{t)s)<f>{s)d8^ + 

!^(M) {?4(0) -P-^(0)} j^^1^)} •    (27) 
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The first two terms on the right are bounded by constants depending only 
on 7 : (—e, e) —>- M0(!!>). For the third one, we rewrite it as 

I {96ij(x,t) - 9ij(x,0)} {9^(0) - gJ^O)} j^(^)| 

+ {H(X,g+)(x) - Hptg-.)(x)} |H^(^*)J . (28) 

By (7), Lemma 3.3 and the fact |t| < -^ , we have that 

dt 

\9sij(x,t) -^'(^0)1    <    \gsij(x,t) -9ij(x,t)\ + \^(x,t) -^'(x,0)| 

<   CL82 + CL82
1 (29) 

where C > 0 only depends on Q. Hence, we conclude that 

Hfat) = 0(1) + {H&,g+){x) - H{X,g-){x)} {^^(^)}     (30) 

inside S x [——^, ^g], where 0(1) represents bounded quantities with bounds 
depending only on Q. 

We summarize the features of {g$} in the following proposition. 

Proposition 3.1. Let Q = {g-.,g+) be a metric admitting corners along S. 
Then 3 a family of C2 metrics {g5}o<s<So on M so thai gs is uniformly close 
to g on M, g§ = g outside S x (—|, |) and the scalar curvature of g§ satisfies 

Rs(x,t)   =   0(1),   for(x,t)eXx{-^<\t\<S-} (31) 

Rtfat)    =   0(l) + {if(S,5_)(^)-F(S,ff+)(4}|^(^)|, 

52    S2 

for (x,t) G S x f , 1, (32) J      v     ; L   100'100J' v    ; 

i^/iere 0(1) represents quantities that are bounded by constants depending 
only on G, but not on 5. 

In case iiZ"(S5p_) = H{E,g+), the following corollary generalizes a re- 
flecting argument used by H. Bray in his proof of the Riemannian Penrose 
Inequality [3]. 

Corollary 3.1. Given Q = (5_,g^ if #(E,5_) = H(X,g+), then 3 a 
family of C2 metrics {gd}o<8<So on M so that 95 is uniformly close to g on 
M, 95 — g outside S x (-f,|) and the scalar curvature of g5 is uniformly 
bounded inside S x [-f, |] with bounds depending only on Q, but not on 8. 
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4    Proof of Theorem 1 

We fix the following notations. Given a function /, we let /+ and /_ denote 
the positive and negative part of /, i.e. / = /+ — /_ and |/| = /+ + /_. 
Given a metric 5, we define the conformal Laplacian of g to be Lg(u) = 
AgU — cnR(g)u, where cn = J^l2^ and R(g) is the scalar curvature of g. The 
mass of g will be denoted by m(g) if it exists. Finally, we let Co, Ci, C2,... 
represent constants depending only on Q. 

Throughout this section, we assume that R(g-), R(g-\-) > 0 in ft, Af \ fi, 
and H(E,g-){x) > #(E,#+)(*) for all x G S. 

4.1    Conformal Deformation 

We want to modify {gj} on M to get C2 metrics with non-negative scalar 
curvature. For that purpose we use conformal deformation. The following 
fundamental lemma is due to Schoen and Yau. Interested readers may refer 
to [8] for a detailed proof. 

Lemma 4.1. [8] Let g be a C2 asymptotically flat metric on M and f be a 
function that has the same decay rate at 00 as R(g), then 3 a number CQ > 0 
depending only on the C0 norm of g and the decay rate of g, dg and ddg at 
00 so that if 

j^J/_|?d<?jn <eo, (33) 

then 

(A9u-cnfu   =   0 
[      hm^ooiz   =    1 

has a C2 positive solution u defined on M so that u = 1 + ■ £-2 +w for some \x\ 
constant A and some function u, where u = 0(|a;|1""~n) and du> = 0(|a;|~n). 

For each 5, we consider the following equation 

f Agsus + cnRs_us   =   0 .   . 
\ lim^^oo us   =   1 . , 

It follows from Proposition 3.1 and assumptions on R(g-) and R(g+) that 

{ 
Rs-=0, outside Sx [-|,|] 
\Rs-\ < Co,    inside S x [-f, f] . 

212J (36) 
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Therefore, (33) holds with / and g replaced by — Rs_ and g$, for sufficiently 
small S. We note that eo can be chosen to be independent on 5 because of 
Proposition 3.1. Hence the solution to (35) exists by Lemma 4.1. We have 
the following L00 and C2>a estimate for {us}. 

Proposition 4.1. lim^o IK - 1\\L<X>(M) 
= 0 anc1, \M\c2^(K) ^ CK- Here 

K is any compact set in M \ S and CK only depends on g and K. 

Proof: It suffices to obtain the L00 estimate of \us — 1| because, once it is 
established, the C2'a estimate will follow directly from the fact A^ = 0 
outside S x [— |, |] and the standard Schauder theory. Let w^ = u^ — 1, we 
have that 

/±g8w& + cnRs-W§ = -cnR5_ (37) 

where ws = uin-2 + ^5 for some constant As and some function u^ with the 

decay rate in Lemma 4.1. Multiply (37) by w$ and integrate over M, 

/   (ws&g6W5 + cnR5_ws2) dg5 = /   -cnRs-Ws dg5. (38) 

Integrating by parts and using Holder Inequality, we have that 

/   \VgsW6\2d96   <   Cnl       \R6-\* dgs)    (/   w^ dgd) 
JM \JM )    \JM J 

an+2 n-2 

_ \Rz-\^ dgsj 2n U ws^i dgsj 2n(39) 

On the other hand, the Sobolev Inequality gives that 

0 n-2 

w6^ dg5)        < C6 j    \Vg5w5\2 dgs, (40) 
M / JM 

where Cs denotes the Sobolev Constant of the metric g§. It follows from 
(39), (40) and the elementary inequality ab < ^- + y that 

a\ n~2 / \ - / \ n~2 

^ws^dgsj <   C5Cn(      \R5_\2 dgsj   (      ws^ dgsj 

, x   n+2 

a n-2 

_ w^ dgsj  n . (41) 
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We note that Proposition 3.1 implies that Cs is uniformly close to the Sobolev 
Constant of g. Hence, for sufficiently small (5, (41) gives that 

(v    n-2 / x   rc+2 

[ws&dgsj  n   <c(f\Rs_\^dgs)  "   = o(l),   as 6 -»• 0.   (42) 

2n 
This Ln-2 estimate and (37) imply the supremum estimate for ws 

( / \ n~2       / N n~2 

supK|    <    C{(       ws^ dgs)       +(/   \Rs-\^dgs 
M { \JM J \JM 

=   0(1)  as 5 -» 0 (43) 

by the standard linear theory (Theorem 8.17 in[5]). □ 

Now we define 

4 

g5 = usn-29d' (44) 

It follows from Proposition 4.1 that, passing to a subsequence, {gs} converges 
to g in C0 topology on M and in C2 topology on compact sets away from 
S. By the conformal transformation formulae of scalar curvature [7], we also 
have that 

Rs = -c-'u^^Lg^us) = upRs+ > 0, (45) 

where Rs represents the scalar curvature of gs. 

Lemma 4.2.   The mass of gs converges to the mass of Q. 

Proof: A straightforward calculation using the definition of mass reveals 
that 

m{gs) = m{gs) + (n - 1)^, (46) 

where As is given by the expansion us(x) = 1 + ^4j|a;|2~n + Od^l1-71). Ap- 
plying integration by parts to (35) multiplied by us^ we have that 

(2-n)unAs=       [\V95us\2-cnRs-Us2]dgs, (47) 
JM 

where (jjn is the volume of the n — 1 dimensional unit sphere in W1. It follows 
from that (46) and (47) that 

n — 1       f 
m(gs) = m(gs) + -un /    [\Vg6us\2 - cnRs-Us2] dgs. (48) 
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We note that the integral term above approaches 0 by Proposition 4.1, (36) 
and (39). Hence, we have that 

limm(^) = limm(^) = m(g). 

D 

Applying the classical PMT [8] to each ^, we have that m(^) > 0. 
Thus, the non-negativity of m(Q) follows directly from Lemma 4.2. 

4.2    Scalar Curvature Concentration 

In this subsection, we assume that there exists strict jump of mean curvature 
across S, i.e. 

H(2,g-){x) > H{i:,g+)(x)    for some x e E. 

We will prove that Q has a strict positive mass. 

Since iJ(S,5_) and ^(S,^) both are continuous functions on E, we 
can choose a compact set K c S so that 

H(E,5_)(a;)-H(E,5+)(x)>7?,   VxeK (49) 

for some fixed 77 > 0. By Proposition 3.1, we have that 

iMM)>^{^(^)}-a), vOMjeffxHgj.fc    (50) 

which suggests that the scalar curvature of g$ and g$ has a fixed amount of 
concentration on K. 

To exploit this fact, we use conformal deformation again to make g§ even 

scalar flat. Since Rs = us^^Rs^ > 0, 3 a C2 positive solution to the 
following equations 

f Ag6vs - cnRsvs   =   0 ,_ 
\ limx^oovs   =   1. 

By the maximum principle, we have that 

0<V6<1. (52) 

Now define 

4 
g5=:V6n-2gs, (53) 
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Similar to previous discussion, we know that g$ is an asymptotically flat 
metric and the scalar curvature of gs is identically zero. Furthermore, m(^) 
and m(gs) are related by 

m(96) = rn(gs) + "^—^^n \    [|V^|2 + cni?^fl  dg&, (54) 
n — z       JM L J 

where m(^) > 0 by the classical PMT. Hence, to prove m{Q) > 0, it suffices 
to show the integral term in (54) has a strict positive lower bound. 

Proposition 4.2. 

{/- inf 
<5>0 MM 

IV^VJI
2
 + CnRgV^ dgs } > 0 (55) 

Proof: Assume (55) is not true, passing to a subsequence, we may assume 
that 

dgs = 0. 

Since R§ > 0, (56) is equivalent to 

iTo/j^ M 

8   5 

dgs = 0    and   lim /   Rsvs   dgs = 0 
5->o JM 

Outside S x [-|, |], we have gs = g. Hence, (51) becomes 

4 
, 2-n Afo^-Cn    ^1-"^)+     ^ = 0 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

It follows from Proposition 4.1, (52) and Schauder Estimates that, passing 
to a subsequence, vs converges to a function v in C2 topology on compact 
sets away from S. By (57), we have that 

\Vgv\2 dg = 0, 

which shows that v is a constant on fi and M \ O. 

JM\E 
(59) 

We claim that v = 1 on M \ Tt. If not, we may assume v = /3 < 1 by 
(52). We fix a So e (0,6) and denote the region inside E x {5o} by £}j0. For 
each S < 6o, we let wj be the solution to the following equations 

Ag5ws = 0    onM\nso 
ws = vs     on E x {^o} 

k  ws(x) -> 1     at oo. 
(60) 
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Since W5 minimizes the Dirichlet energy among all functions with the same 
boundary values, we have that 

f   _    |Vs,^|2 dg6< f   _   \Vgsvd\2 dgg. (61) 
JM\n6o JM\ns0 

On the other hand, if we choose w to solve 

AgW = 0    on M \ TLS0 

< w = p    on E x {5Q} (62) 
w(x) —> 1     at 00, 

we have that 

/   _    |V^|2 dg = Jim f   _   \Vg5w6\2 dg6, (63) 
JM\n6o 

6->0 JM\Q6O 

because gs —>» g uniformly on M and vs —> (3 uniformly on S x {^o}- Hence, 
it follows from (57), (61) and (63) that 

f   _   \V9w\2dg < lim f   _   \Vgsvs\2dgs = 0, (64) 

which implies that w must be a constant. Since /3 < 1, we get a contradiction. 
Therefore, v = 1 on M \ Q,. 

Next, we let /i, /ij denote the (n— 1)-dimensional volume measure induced 
by 5, gs on S and let ej denote the energy fa \Vgsvs\2 dgs. 

We fix 0 < 6 < 1 and 0 < a < e. Since ^ —>> 1 uniformly on compact set 
away from S, we have that 

v6>eon E^,   for S < 1, (65) 

where E* is the slice E x {t}.   We do all the estimates inside the strip 
No- = E x [—cr, cr]. First, we have that 

[If   \^96vs{x,t)\2dt\ dns(x) <Ci f   \Vgsvs\2 dgs < Cie6.      (66) 
./E  KJ-a ) JNa 

Let ls{x) = /^ IV^^^jt))2^, (66) becomes 

/ fc(a;) d^(a;) < Cieg. (67) 
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For any k > 1,5 > 0, we define 

Ast = i x e S /{(a;). < A; 
Cie5 

} 

By (67) we have that 

N(Mk) > (1 - ^)W(S). 

Since //j is uniformly close to /i, (71) implies that 

for some fixed large k and any 8 <^ 1. 

For any (rr, *) E Aj^ ^.j we have that 

Ms,a) -^(JM)!    <   C2        \Vgsvs\{x,t)dt 
J—a 

< C2{2a)\ {JjV-g6vs\2(x,t)d^ 

=   Cl2(2a)hs{x)12 

< C2(2a)2{A;- l*)h{tC™V 
W(2)J 

It follows from (65) that 

Vs(x,t)>9-C2(2a^{k^y 2CT)U/ 

On the other hand, for rr 6 Ajfk, we have that 

(68) 

(69) 

(70) 

(71) 

(72) 

(73) 

(74) 

5 ■£- 

f_sft{x,t)dt>u]r(*)fl2{*{™tt™)}-c<>}dt-     (75) 
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Therefore, we have the following estimate 

2 ^ 

lim inf < 
5-+0 

lim inf /        Rsvs* dg$ > 
5-+Q    JAK 

^Caliminfi /     if  Rs(x,t)dt\ dfis > > 

o—^0 

lc3e
2
W(K) > 0 (76) 

which is a contradiction to (57). □ 

We conclude that Q has a strict positive mass in case there exists strict 
jump of mean curvature across S. 

5    Zero Mass Case 

Let Q = ((7_,#+) satisfy all the assumptions in Theorem 1 and m(g+) = 0. 
The following corollary on R(g+),R(g-) follows directly from Theorem 1. 

Corollary 5.1.   Under the above assumptions, g_ and g+ both have zero 
scalar curvature in fi and M \ fi. 

Proof: First, we assume that R(g-) is not identically zero in Q,. Let u be a 
positive solution to the equation 

{ 
u cnR(g-,)u = 0      on Q, 

Ti = l      onE. u ; 

4 
Consider (/ = (^_,5+), where #_ = un-^g-. Since w solves the conformal 
Laplacian of g_, §_ has zero scalar curvature. By the strong maximum 
principle, we have gj* > 0, where z/ is the unit outward normal to E. A 
direct computation shows that 

H{Jl,g.)(x) = H&,g-)(x) + -^^(x). (78) 

Hence, i?(S,3_) > HfagJ) > H{Y±,g+). Applying Theorem 1 to Q, we see 
that m(G) > 0, which is a contradiction. 
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Second, we assume that R(g+) is not identically zero in M\Q. Let v be 
a positive solution to 

f Ag+v - cnR{g+)v = 0      on M \ Tt 
v = 1      on E (79) 
v —> 1      at oo. 

4 
Consider Q = (g_,g+), where 3+ = v^-^g+. A similar argument shows that 
<7+ is scalar flat in M\ fi and H{E,g+) < H(Tl,g+) < i?(S,^_). Therefore, 
Theorem 1 implies that m(Q) > 0. On the other hand, we have that 

m(g) = m(g) + A, (80) 

where v = 1 + ^4|a:|2_ri + Odx]1*71). By the maximum principle, A < 0. 
Hence, m(^) > m(Q) > 0, which is again a contradiction to the assumption 
that m(g) = 0. □ 

Corollary 5.1 only reveals information on the scalar curvature, it would 
be more interesting to know if m(g) — 0 implies that G is flat away from S. 
Such a type of questions has been studied by H. Bray and F. Finster in [4]. 
In particular, they obtained the following result concerning the mass and 
the curvature of a metric which can be approximated by smooth metrics in 
their sense. 

Proposition 5.1. [4] Suppose {gi} is a sequence ofC3, complete, asymp- 
totically flat metrics on M3 with non-negative scalar curvature and the total 
masses {mi} which converge to a possibly non-smooth limit metric g in the 
C0 sense. Let U be the interior of the sets of points where this convergence 
of metrics is locally C3. 

Then if the metrics {gi} have uniformly positive isoperimetric constants 
and their masses {raz} converges to zero, then g is flat in U. 

Now we are in a position to show that, in case n — 3, Q is regular cross 
E and {M,Q) is isometric to (M3,#0). 

Proof of Theorem 2: First, we show that g- and g+ are flat in O and M \ fl. 
Since #_ and g+ are Cf0^\ it follows from the proof of Proposition 4.1 that 
{gs} converges to g locally in C3 away from E. By Proposition 3.1, we know 
that gs and g are uniformly close on M, hence {gs} has uniformly positive 
isoperimetric constants. By Lemma 4.2, we know that limj^o ^(gs) = 0. 
Therefore, #_ and g+ are flat by Proposition 5.1. 

Second, we show that A- = A+, where A_ and ^4+ are the second 
fundamental forms of E in (fi,5-) and (M \£l,g+)m   Taking trace of the 
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Codazzi equation and using the fact that g-^g^ is flat, we have that 

f divgt,A-   =   Vif(S,5_) 
\ divgcrA+   =   VJy(E^+), ^/ 

where ga is the induced metric g-\x = 9+ID- On the other hand, Theorem 
1 implies that iJ(E,^_) = H(T,,g+) on S. Hence, 

rfiv^(A_ - J4+) = 0  and tr^(A_ - A+) = 0. (82) 

We recall the fact that any divergence free and trace free (0,2) symmetric 
tensor on (S2,^) must vanish identically [6], thus we conclude that A_ = 
A+. Now it follows from the fundamental theorem of surface theory in E3 

that Q is actually C2 across S. The classical PMT [8] then implies that 
(M, G) is isometric to R3 with the standard metric. □ 
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